Intern (19490)

Job Description:
Software intern for a part time position in the BaseBand FW team, developing real-time embedded solutions for the company’s next generation telecommunication device. Development of UI/tools for chip configuration and control using Microsoft technologies.

Job Requirements:
• Student for B.Sc in CS, CE or EE, minimum 2 semesters till graduation
• Background in software development
• Experience with C - must
• Experience with VB, C# - advantage
• Familiarity with OO programming, MFC - advantage
• Excellent interpersonal skills

SW Intern(20103BR)

Intern that will join the SW team and will take a part in all SW aspects

Computer science Engineer student with grade point average of 88+ or higher
(Preferred universities - Tech/TAU/HUJI)

http://www.broadcom.com/careers/